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Abstract
All life on earth is linked by a shared evolutionary history. Even before Darwin developed
the theory of evolution, Linnaeus categorized types of organisms based on their shared
traits. We now know these traits derived from these species’ shared ancestry. This
evolutionary history provides a natural framework to harness the enormous quantities of
biological data being generated today.
The Open Tree of Life project is a collaboration developing tools to curate and share
evolutionary estimates (phylogenies) covering the entire tree of life (Hinchliff et al. 2015,
McTavish et al. 2017). The tree is viewable at https://tree.opentreeoflife.org, and the data is
all freely available online. The taxon identifiers used in the Open Tree unified taxonomy
(Rees and Cranston 2017) are mapped to identifiers across biological informatics
databases, including the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), NCBI, and others.
Linking these identifiers allows researchers to easily unify data from across these different
resources (Fig. 1). Leveraging a unified evolutionary framework across the diversity of life
provides new avenues for integrative wide scale research. Downstream tools, such as R
packages developed by the R OpenSci foundation (rotl, rgbif) (Michonneau et al. 2016,
Chamberlain 2017) and others tools (Revell 2012), make accessing and combining this
information straightforward for students as well as researchers (e.g. https://
mctavishlab.github.io/BIO144/labs/rotl-rgbif.html).
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Figure 1.
Example linking phylogenetic relationships accessed from the Open Tree of Life with
specimen location data from Global Biodiversity Information Facility.

For example, a recent publication by Santorelli et al. 2018 linked evolutionary information
from Open Tree with species locality data gathered from a local field study as well as GBIF
species location records to test a river-barrier hypothesis in the Amazon. By combining
these data, the authors were able test a widely held biogeographic hypothesis across 1952
species in 14 taxonomic groups, and found that a river that had been postulated to drive
endemism, was in fact not a barrier to gene flow. However, data provenance and
taxonomic name reconciliation remain key hurdles to applying data from these large digital
biodiversity and evolution community resources to answering biological questions. In the
Amazonian river analysis, while they leveraged use of GBIF records as a secondary check
on their species records, they relied on their an intensive local field study for their major
conclusions, and preferred taxon specific phylogenetic resources over Open Tree where
they were available (Santorelli et al. 2018). When Li et al. 2018 assessed large scale
phylogenetic approaches, including Open Tree, for measuring community diversity, they
found that synthesis phylogenies were less resolved than purpose-built phylogenies, but
also found that these synthetic phylogenies were sufficient for community level
phylogenetic diversity analyses. Nonetheless, data quality concerns have limited adoption
of analyses data from centralized resources (McTavish et al. 2017). Taxonomic name
recognition and reconciliation across databases also remains a hurdle for large scale
analyses, despite several ongoing efforts to improve taxonomic interoperability and unify
taxonomies, such at Catalogue of Life + (Bánki et al. 2018).
In order to support innovative science, large scale digital data resources need to facilitate
data linkage between resources, and address researchers' data quality and provenance
concerns. I will present the model that the Open Tree of Life is using to provide
evolutionary data at the scale of the entire tree of life, while maintaining traceable
provenance to the publications and taxonomies these evolutionary relationships are
inferred from. I will discuss the hurdles to adoption of these large scale resources by
researchers, as well as the opportunities for new research avenues provided by the
connections between evolutionary inferences and biodiversity digital databases.
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